
BUILDING THE SMAANGLE WINDOW WITH SMAANGLE INDICATOR & 21EMA 
WINDOW ON MT4 PLATFORM: 
 
1. I do use the indicators on post #574 on page 39 of the thread.  
 
2. SMAangle is the bar indicator (called SMAAngle.ex4) and the PhilNelSignal is the 

indicator showing the dots. I don't use it to enter trades anymore - only to all me to the 
PC, telling me there is something going on. After that I do take my own 
decisions/trades.  

 
3. You need a MT4 platform to use the SMAangle indicator and the 21MA on it. If you 

don't use a MT4 platform, you can need to look at the angle of the 50MA as stated by 
Phillip in the beginning of the thread. The SMAangle with the 21MA on it is just a 
"replacement indicator" for the subjective measuring of the 50MA angle. We are using 
it currently to determine the entry time and when the price is in the no-trade area. 

 
Setting up the SMAangle window: 
 
Post #1055 page 71 
 

Building SMAangle: 

1. Download SMAangle indicator to your mt4 platform – Save it in “Indicator” sub-folder of 
the “Expert” folder: 

Go to “Program files”, then “MT4 platform (will have a specific name according to your 
broker)”, then “experts”, then “indicator” 

2. Close and re-start your mt4 platform on your computer. 

3. Open the Navigator on your platform and you’ll find the SMAangel indicator under 
“Custom indicators”  

 
4. Right click on SMAangle indicator and “attached to chart” – the chart that is currently 

open. (Drag SMAangle to your chart and open it) 

5. Go back up in your navigator windows of the platform to "Indicator" folder (not the other 
Custom indicator icons – it is not going to work) icon and find the “Moving average”. 
make sure you do use the MA indicator in the "indicator" folder and not the MA 
indicator in the "Custom indicator" window. 

6. Don’t open the MA folder (by double click or right click on it) & don't use the option 
"Attach to chart" but drag it to the SMAangle window (not the chart itself) and set 
parameters to 21, exponential and first indicator’s data. You can change the format as 
you like. but click, hold & drag it to the SMAAngle window 

7. Once 21MA is on the SMAangle bars visible, right click on the 21MA to open the 
properties of the indicator. Look at "Parameter" option and click on the option "Apply 
to", click on drop down and select the very last option "First indicator data". 



8. Go to the SMAAngle window and right click on one of the bars to open the indicator 
 
9. Click on “SMAAngle properties” and click on “Levels” 
 
10. Click on “Add” and enter your level e.g. 0.1 and click “Add” again. 
 
11. Continue with the “Add” until you have all the levels/lines you want on the SMAAngle.  
 
LINK FOR EXPLANATION: 
 
Introduction to MT4: 
http://www.pipinion.com/factory/getStarted.htm 
 
EA: 
http://www.pipinion.com/factory/experts.htm 
 
Your own MT4: 
http://www.pipinion.com/factory/yourOwn.htm 
 
 


